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The Most Advanced Cooling Tower Energy Saving 

Technology 

A、Counter Flow Tower 
 

a. Water in the tower packing, water from top to bottom, air from bottom to 

top, the two convection each other.The counter flow cooling tower has good thermal 

performance and can be divided into three cooling sections: 
 

a) . The space from the water distributor to the top of the packing, where the 

water temperature is higher, so the heat can still be transferred to the air. 

b). Heat exchange section of packing water and air. 

c). The water is cooled in the section from the filler to the space of the collecting 

tank, which is called "tail effect". In the north of China, the water temperature can 

drop by 1-2 ℃. In conclusion, under the same conditions, the packing volume of 

counter flow tower is about 20% smaller than that of cross flow tower, the heat 

exchange process of counter flow tower is more reasonable and the cooling 

efficiency is higher. 
 

b. The water distribution system is not easy to be blocked, the drenching filler is 

kept clean and not easy to be aged, the moisture backflow is small, and the anti 

freezing and deicing measures are easier. Multiple units can be designed in 

combination. In winter, with the required water temperature and quantity, single unit 

can be combined to operate or all fans can be shut down. 
 

c.Easy installation and maintenance, low cost, commonly used in air 

conditioning and industrial large and medium cooling circulating water. 
 

B、Cross Flow Tower 
 

a. Water in the tower packing, water from top to bottom, air from the outside of 

the tower horizontal flow direction inside the tower, both flow direction is vertical 

orthogonal, a cooling tower. It is commonly used in residential areas with strict noise 

requirements, and it is a cooling circulating tower widely used in air conditioning 

industry. Advantages: energy saving, low water pressure, small wind resistance, also 

equipped with low speed motor, no dripping noise and wind noise, convenient 

maintenance of packing and water distribution system. 
 

b. According to the shape of the building, the foundation can be built at will, 

and several cooling towers can be set up according to the required water 
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temperature. 
 

c.It should be noted that: the frame should be 40% more, there should be more 

filler volume during heat exchange, the filler is easy to aging, the water distribution 

hole is easy to block, the anti icing is not good, and the moisture backflow is large. 

The advantage of cross flow tower is just the disadvantage of counter flow tower. 

C、Spray Ventilation Without Packing Cooling Tower 
 

A unique spray nozzle is installed at the upper inlet of the cooling tower. There 

are two ways: spray spin, no motor supply and tower top exhaust. When the hot 

water passes through the nozzle, it will produce an internal swirl manifold and spray 

out into a fine mist, which will make the mist exist, and the upward flow and the 

downward flow have two cooling aging effects. It has the advantages of uniform 

atomization, no hollow phenomenon, stable cooling effect, low power consumption, 

water bleaching rate of 0.01%, no fillers, low cost and long service life, meeting the 

national standard of gb7190.1-1997. Scope of application: metallurgy, food, chemical 

industry, high turbidity, high temperature, anti-corrosion cooling tower 
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